The PI index is a Wiener-Szeged-like topological index developed recently. The PI index of a graph G is the sum over all edges uv of G of number of edges which are not equidistant to u and v . In some earlier papers it is proved that this topological index correlates some chemico-physical properties of molecules. In this paper, we generalized our earlier results for computing PI index of fullerenes. We conjecture that the PI index of fullerenes is a polynomial of degree 2 in terms of the number of carbon atoms.
INTRODUCTION
The fullerene era was started in 1985 with the discovery of a stable C 60 cluster and its interpretation as a cage structure with the familiar shape of a soccer ball, by Kroto and his co-authors. 1 2 The well-known fullerene, the C 60 molecule, is a closed-cage carbon molecule with three-coordinate carbon atoms tiling the spherical or nearly spherical surface with a truncated icosahedral structure formed by 20 hexagonal and 12 pentagonal rings. 3 Using the Euler's formula, one can see that every fullerene molecule with n carbon atoms have exactly 12 pentagons and n/2 − 10 hexagons, where n = 22 is a natural number equal or greater than 20.
We first describe some notations which will be kept throughout. This index is defined as the sum of the minimum distances between all pairs of vertices. Khadikar 4 defined a new topological index and named it Padmakar-Ivan (PI) index. It is defined as P I G = e=uv∈E G m u e + m v e , where m u e is the number of edges of G lying closer to u than to v and m v e is the number of edges of G lying closer to v than to u. Edges equidistant from both ends of the edge uv are not counted.
Suppose G is a graph, e = xy, f = uv ∈ E G and w ∈ V G . Define d w e = Min d w x d w y . We say that e is parallel to f if d u e = d v e . The set of all edges parallel to e is denoted by P e and N e = P e . If e is parallel to f then we write e f . It is easy to see that the relation of parallelism is reflexive but not symmetric or transitive. To compute the PI index of the graph G, we define N e = P e = E G − m u e + m v e . This * Author to whom correspondence should be addressed.
We use this simple equation freely throughout the paper.
In recent years, some authors 5-17 considered the problem of computing topological indices of fullerenes and nanotubes. In this article, we continue this program to calculate the PI index of an infinite family of IPR fullerenes, Figure 1 .
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The first author of this paper, 15 introduced two infinite families of fullerenes and computed the number of their carbon atoms. Suppose G m n denotes the first series of fullerenes in the mentioned paper above. It is shown that the fullerene molecule G m n has exactly 10m m + n carbon atom. In an earlier paper, 17 the authors proved that P I G m 1 = 225m 2 + 95m + 620. It is easy to see that the fullerenes G m 1 are not IPR. On the other hand, for n ≥ 2 the fullerenes G m n are IPR. The aim of this section is computing the PI index of these IPR fullerenes.
We apply a C program to compute the adjacency and distance matrices of the fullerene G m n = C 10n n+m , n ≥ 2. In Table I , we calculate the PI index of G m n , for 1 ≤ m ≤ 37 and 1 ≤ n ≤ 7. Then by curve fitting method, we will find a polynomial of degree ≤ 6, through the values of Table I . This polynomial will be the PI index of IPR fullerenes under consideration. Our method is general and can be applied to compute other topological indices of fullerenes.
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From these calculations, one can see that the coefficient of m 2 is satisfied by the polynomial 225n 2 and the coefficient of m is satisfied by 450n 3 −375n 2 +20n, where n is a natural number. But we cannot find a good polynomial for the constant terms of these equations. On the 
